PHILADELPHIA
CANCELLATIONS
STEVE KENNEDY

Scott
85A

1
5c Red Brown - Blue “Paid” in oval cancel of
Philadelphia, First Printing impression

1
5c Red Brown - Accompanied by cover from
which this stamp originated (docketed April
1849). GRADED SUPERB 98 BY P.S.E. This is
one of only four to have been awarded this
grade with just five higher.

5A
1c Blue, Ty. Ib Position 9R1E - Plate 1E color,
Blue “Philadelphia Pa. Dec. 29” (1851) circular
datestamp. ONLY SIX POSITIONS FROM PLATE
ONE EARLY FURNISHED TYPE Ib STAMPS. Ex
Jonathan Rose.

5A_7_7
Blue Philadelphia town cancel. genuinely used on
piece the right stamp with distinguishing
characteristics at top trimmed away, strip is Pos.
1- 3R1E, Type II, II, 1b

7

8A
1c Blue, Ty. IIIa - Plate 1E, Blue “Philadelphia
Pa. Nov. 11” circular date stamp. GRADED
SUPERB 98 BY P.S.E... Type IIIa is defined as
having a break in outer lines at either top or
bottom. This one clearly shows the bottom line
complete and top line with wide break. Only
two grade higher (at 98J) and only four others
share this grade.

9

STAN SHEPP

26

26A
3c Dull Red, Ty. Bold strike of Philadelphia Pa.
octagonal date stamp, with 2016 P.F. certificate
(XF 90)

39
90c Blue (39). Rich color and proof-like impression, choice centering with
well-balanced margins, neat strike of Philadelphia circular date stamp
........................................................
EXTREMELY FINE. A STUNNING USED EXAMPLE OF THE 90-CENT 1860
ISSUE. THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT ISSUES IN CLASSIC
UNITED STATES PHILATELY TO OBTAIN AS A USED STAMP IN SOUND
AND CENTERED CONDITION. ............................................................The
90c stamp was issued in 1860, along with the 24c and 30c values, all of
which were needed to prepay high international letter rates established by
various postal treaties. The basic 24c and 30c rates to England, France
and Germany created a large volume of mail franked with those values.
However, the 90c saw much more limited use, partly due to the rates in
effect, but more because of the American Civil War. When supplies of
current postage stamps were declared invalid in the South and ultimately
demonetized by the Federal government, the 90c had been in use for only
one year. For this reason, genuinely cancelled copies and covers bearing
the 90c are extremely rare. Approximately 180 used examples have been
certified as genuine by The Philatelic Foundation, of which approximately
one-quarter are sound. Of these sound examples, many are off-center. .....
Ex Wagshal and Merlin. Small red backstamp. With 1979 P.F. and 2010
P.S.E. certificates (XF 90; SMQ $26,000.00). Only one used example
grades higher (at 95) and one other shares this grade.

63
107 1c Blue (63). Radiant color, perfect strike of
Philadelphia circular datestamp, gorgeous
centering with unusually wide margins,
Extremely Fine Gem, a phenomenal stamp,
extremely rare with such enormous balanced
margins, with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate (Superb
98 Jumbo), by way of comparison the highest
grade awarded by P.S.E. is a 98
............................ 45.00

63B
US Stamp Used, F S#63b Philadelphia Nov. 4,
1862 cancel

64
1102 3c Pink (64). Choice centering with wide
and balanced margins, bright color, circular
grid of small segments cancel used at
Philadelphia .......................... EXTREMELY
FINE GEM. A GORGEOUS USED EXAMPLE OF
THE 3-CENT 1861 ISSUE IN THE PINK SHADE.
........ With 2007 P.S.E. certificate (XF 90; SMQ
$3,250.00). Only two have graded higher (both
at 95) and only five others share this grade
......................... 600.00

70_73

117
Rich color, neat strike of magenta 5-Point Star
fancy cancel of Philadelphia foreign-mail office,
Very Fine, scarce cancel

148
SCREAMING EAGLE COLE #Bi-14
ON GENUINE SCOTT #148

183
1257 2c Vermilion (183). Vibrant color, choice
centering with wide margins, neat Philadelphia
duplex datestamp and numeral target cancel,
Extremely Fine Gem, with 1998 and 2006
P.S.E. certificates (Superb 98; SMQ $575.00),
only four have graded higher (all at 98J) and
only one other shares this grade
.........................................................................
........................................... 5.00

208
Gorgeous centering with well-balanced margins,
perfs intact and with significant part of
adjoining stamps at sides, brilliant color, neat
strikes of Philadelphia oval registry cancels,
Extremely Fine Gem, a superb stamp in every
respect, ex “Natalee Grace”,

236

242

292

446
Paste-up strip of three with plate no. 6728 in
tab at right, right paste-up stamp has been
separated in order to display the plate number,
Philadelphia duplex cancels.

LO2
Philadelphia red star carrier cancel

15L10

53L1

137L1

LO2

COSTA RICA

1
A remarkable cover which arrived from Germany just days after the first federal
stamps were issued and was forwarded with the new 5¢ 1847 stamp 5¢ Dark
Brown (1a), deep rich color and impression from the First Printing, large margins
to clear at bottom, tied by bold strike of blue grid cancel with matching
“Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 16” (1847) circular datestamp (inverted “16”), used as
forwarding postage to Boston on a folded letter originating in Dusseldorf,
Germany— letter is datelined at Dusseldorf, June 14, 1847, and written by
Emanuel Gottlieb Leutze, the artist who in 1851 painted the iconic Washington
Crossing the Delaware Revolutionary War scene, and who also painted the
Columbus in Chains scene used as the basis for the $2.00 Columbian stamp—
addressed to the care of Furness, Brindley & Co. in Philadelphia, sent either via
Aachen or Cologne and Belgium to London, manuscript “5/8” Prussian loth
(weight) at top right, “P.” in oval indicating prepayment of postage at Dusseldorf,
Prussian “22” in red crayon indicating all transit fees to U.S. prepaid, red London
“Paid” transit datestamp (June 17, 1847), Liverpool oval datestamp (June 17)—
presumably carried on the Cunard Caledonia, departing Liverpool on June 19,
1847, and arriving at Boston July 4—due markings were applied at the
Philadelphia post office with the blue July 16 circular datestamp and “12” in circle
handstamp struck for 10¢ over-300 miles rate plus 2¢ ship fee, address crossed
out and forwarded back to Boston, in care of Thomas Lamb, with 5¢ stamp
applied by Furness, Brindley & Co., manuscript line through “12” in circle and rerated “10” cents for distance over 300 miles, the 5¢ stamp was insufficient so
rated in manuscript “Due 5”.

1
5¢ 1847 in brilliant Orange Brown shade on an
insurance corner card envelope 5¢ Orange Brown
(1b), large margins to ample at top, brilliant color
and First Printing impression, tied by blue
“Philada. Pa. 5 cts Feb. 17” (1848) integral-rate
circular datestamp on buff envelope with “Penn
Mutual Life Insurance Co., No. 91 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia” corner card, to Leesburg, Virginia,
Very Fine, a scarce corner card use of the 5¢ 1847
Issue, this is the only example listed in the USPCS
census with this style corner card from Penn
Mutual (a 10¢ is known with a cameo design on the
flap), ex Emerson, West, Starr, Hart and Boker,
illustrated in Bakers’ U.S. Classics (p. 175)

1_2L2
One of three recorded combinations of the 5¢ 1847 Issue and the Philadelphia
1¢ on Rose “H” Carrier Department Issue, and the only cover on which the
carrier stamp is tied by the Philadelphia circular datestamp 5¢ Red Brown (1),
huge margins to clear with portion of adjoining stamp at bottom, deep rich color
and detailed impression, used with U.S.P.O., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1¢
Black on Rose, “H” (7LB3), large margins to just into framelines, both stamps
tied by blue “Philada. Pa. 5 Aug. 10” (1849) integral-rate circular datestamp on
small envelope to Lake George, New York, the datestamp tying the carrier stamp
is particularly well-struck Extremely Fine—a choice and extremely rare
combination. Only three covers with the Philadelphia 7LB3 carrier stamp and
the 5¢ 1847 Issue are recorded. This is the only one of the three which is clearly
tied by the Philadelphia circular datestamp. According to the census
information reported by Larry Lyons in The Penny Post (July 2006) and the
USPCS census, there are only three combinations of the 1847 Issue and this
Philadelphia Carrier Department issue. The second was offered in our sale of
the Harvey Mirsky collection (and is ex Kuphal), but the carrier stamp is not
tied. The third listed in the USPCS census has no description or image so its
configuration is unknown. Ex Sir Nicholas Waterhouse, Marc Haas, Duane B.
Garrett and John R. Boker, Jr. Illustrated in Bakers’ U.S. Classics (p. 124).

1_15L5
One of two recorded on-cover combinations of the 1847 Issue and a D.O. Blood
& Co. Striding Messenger local stamp 5¢ Red Brown (1), large margins to clear,
tied by blue “Philada. Pa. 5cts. (Aug?) 24” integral-rate circular datestamp,
used with D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (2¢) Black (15L5),
large margins to touched at bottom but the imprint is complete, small
manuscript cancel, on brown envelope to Pikesville, Maryland, manuscript “In
Haste” at bottom Very Fine; minor ink erosion at right. An extremely rare
combination of the 5¢ 1847 Issue and the iconic Striding Messenger local
stamp issued by D. O. Blood & Co. This is the only recorded 1847 Issue cover
with the 15L5 stamp. The Striding Messenger stamp was first issued in 1843
by the Philadelphia Despatch Post. It was the first pictorial stamp in the world.
After the sale of the post to D. O. Blood & Co. in 1845, a similar design,
incorporating the D. O. Blood & Co. name, was lithographed by Wagner &
McGuigan. The design depicts a gargantuan letter carrier—the “City Despatch
Post” bag slung over his shoulder—stepping over the Merchant’s Exchange
Building, which housed Philadelphia’s post office. The image conveys the
private posts’ superior speed and reliability. It is especially fascinating to see it
used here with the first federal postage stamp. The USPCS census records only
two examples of 1847 Issue stamps on covers with a D. O. Blood & Co.
Striding Messenger stamp. The other cover bears a 5¢ 1847 stamp and 15L6
(with “City Despatch” through the messenger’s legs, see Siegel Sale 791, lot
259). Ex Philip H. Ward, Jr. (Siegel Sale 265), Henry C. Gibson, Sr., and John
R. Boker, Jr.

1_15L17
Superb 5¢ 1847 used with the “Blood’s Post
Office Despatch” local stamp 5¢ Red Brown (1),
huge to large margins including part of
adjoining stamp at right, deep rich color, tied
by blue grid cancel, matching “Philada. Pa. 10
Nov. 5” (1850) integral-rate circular datestamp,
used with D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, (2¢) Bronze on Black (15L17),
acid tied on greenish folded letter to Lebanon,
Ohio, sender’s manuscript “Paid 10cts” changed
to “Due 5”, fresh and Very Fine, scarce and
unusual shortpaid use, ex Dr. LeBow, Hackmey
and from our 1983 Rarities of the World sale,
with 2019 P.F. certificate

1B_138L2
The only recorded example of the Telegraph City Despatch 2¢ local stamp— and an outstanding
combination with the 5¢ 1847 Issue 5¢ Orange Brown (1b), large even margins, rich color and
early impression, tied by lightly struck blue Philadelphia circular datestamp, used with
Telegraph City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 2¢ Black on Yellowish (138L2), full even
margins all around, manuscript “X” cancel on cover to Middletown, Connecticut, 5¢ cancelled
again on arrival with the Middletown office’s distinctive blue large grid of tiny diamonds,
sender’s notation “Paid” Very Fine appearance; flap tear extends just barely into top edge,
scattered toning on cover and touching 5¢ stamp, local stamp with negligible unapparent faults
not mentioned on accompanying certificate. This is the only recorded example of the Telegraph
City Despatch 2¢ stamp—an outstanding Philadelphia local cover and one of the greatest local
post and 1847 Issue combination covers extant. In his October 1993 Penny Post article on
short-lived Philadelphia locals, Steven M. Roth described the prevailing state of knowledge
about the Telegraph Despatch Post: “We have no idea who operated this Post from its office at
61 South 8th Street.” Calvet M. Hahn, writing one year later on the T. Walters local (Collectors
Club Philatelist, Nov.-Dec. 1994), noted an example of the Walters stamp on a piece with the
two-line handstamp “Telegraph C. D. 2 Cts./Office, No. 61 Sth. 8th St.” However, neither Roth
nor Hahn mentioned that the 61 South 8th Street address—stated on this unique 138L2 stamp
and the two-line handstamp—is the same address found on Brigg’s Despatch 25L1-25L2
stamps. Brigg’s and Telegraph City Despatch covers are dated in the same period beginning in
mid-1848, and the lettering style and printing characteristics (not designs) of both issues are
also very similar. These factors could be coincidental—that is, Brigg’s and the Telegraph City
Despatch might have had separate offices in the same building without any other connection—
but further investigation is warranted, and it may uncover a more definite connection between
Brigg’s and the Telegraph City Despatch (and possibly T. Walters). Our records contain five 1¢
138L1 covers (including one with a 5¢ 1847 stamp) and this unique 2¢ on cover. Ex C. E.
Chapman, Alfred H. Caspary, Josiah K. Lilly, Jr., Dr. Leonard Kapiloff, Edgar Kuphal, Joseph
Hackmey. Raymond Weill & Co. backstamp.

2
This is the earliest possible transatlantic use of
the 1847 Issue to a foreign destination. The 5¢
and 10¢ 1847 Issue stamps were issued on
July 1, 1847. At this time, the Cunard Line
sailings were twice monthly. The first July 1847
sailing was the Cambria from Boston on the
first day of the month. It was not possible for
any 1847 Issue stamps to be used on that
voyage, because Boston did not receive their
supply of 1847 stamps until the following day.
The next Cunard ship to sail was the
Caledonia, which left Boston on July 16. This
cover was posted in Philadelphia on July 14
and made it to Boston in time for that sailing.

2
LOT 24° ` A superb right sheet-margin 10¢
1847 on a fresh cover from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 10¢ Black (2), Position 20R, large
to huge margins including right sheet margin,
intense shade nicely contrasted by tying red
grid cancel, matching “Pittsburgh Pa. Jun. 4”
(1851) circular datestamp on folded letter to
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, docketing on back
confirms date, letter with some splits and
missing one leaf, which has no effect
whatsoever on the Extremely Fine Gem stamp
and overall beauty of the cover, ex Boker
ESTIMATE $1,500-2,000

2
From Philadelphia to Toronto, Canada, with
10¢ 1847 for over-300 miles rate 10¢ Black (2),
Position 67L, large margins to full, intense
shade, tied by two strikes of blue “Philada. Pa.
10cts Apr. 4” (1848) integral-rate circular
datestamp, third clear strike on light gray
folded cover to an insane asylum in Toronto,
Canada, red “Queenston U.C. Apr. 8, 1848”
circular datestamp, manuscript “41 ⁄2” pence
due marking just ties stamp at upper right,
faint receiving backstamp, Very Fine and
attractive use to Canada, ex Boker.

2
10¢ 1847 vertical bisect used from Philadelphia for
the 5¢ under 300-miles rate 10¢ Black, Vertical
Half Used As 5¢ (2b), left vertical half, large
margins to just clear at bottom, tied by blue
“Philada Pa. 5 Mar. 23” (1849) integral-rate circular
datestamp on bluish folded letter to New Hope,
Pennsylvania, some minor cover staining far from
stamp, Very Fine, for some reason there are far
fewer left half vertical bisects than right half bisects
listed in the USPCS census— there is no “Paid”
marking on this cover, and it is unclear if the
integral-rate datestamp was intended as a postage
due marking or just a cancel—ex West and Boker,
illustrated in Ashbrook Bound Book (no. 11, cover
279, USPCS website)

2_15L9
One of three recorded 10¢ 1847 covers with the D.
O. Blood & Co. “For the Post Office” issue 10¢
Black (2), large margins all around, used with D. O.
Blood & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (1¢)
Black, “For the Post Office” (15L9), large margins to
clear, both stamps tied by blue “Philada. Pa. 10cts.
Mar. 9” (1848) integral-rate circular datestamp on
envelope to Montreal, Canada, manuscript “41 ⁄2”
pence due for Canadian postage from the border,
red “Montreal L.C. MR 16 1848” backstamp, ink
lines through address removed, Extremely Fine,
only three such combinations are recorded,
including two to Montreal and one to Toronto, ex
Boker

2_15LU2
2_15LU6A
The only recorded 10¢ 1847 Issue on a Blood’s City
Despatch 1¢ Albino Embossed entire 10¢ Black,
Double Transfer Type A (2-A), Position 1R, with
double transfer of “X” at lower right, tied by blue
grid cancel, matching “Philadelphia Pa. 10 Nov. 5”
integral-rate circular datestamp on Blood’s City
Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (1¢) Albino
Embossed Stamp on Buff entire (15LU2 variety)
One of two recorded Blood’s City Despatch Red
entires with the 1847 Issue 10¢ Black (2), ample to
large margins, tied by partly clear strike of blue
“Philadelphia Pa. Aug. 19” circular datestamp on
Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
(1¢) Red on Buff entire (15LU6A), clear strike of
“Blood’s Despatch Aug. 19 8 A.M.” double-circle
datestamp

9_11
Rare and early use of United States stamps for
British Open Mail rate to Russia 1¢ Blue, Type IV
(9), used with 3¢ Dull Red, Type I (11) tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. Dec. 19” (1853) circular
datestamps on blue folded letter to St. Petersburg,
Russia, from the William L. Winans
correspondence, red “New York Br. Pkt. Dec. 20”
circular datestamp—carried on the Cunard
Niagara, departing from Boston December 21,
1853, and arriving Liverpool January 3, 1854—red
London transit backstamp (January 4), red
“Seebrief per England & Aachen 1/5” (January 5)
backstamp, manuscript “1/-” shilling due marking,
blue manuscript “11/3” silbergroschen marking.

9_17
1851 Issue cover to Russia with 1¢ and 12¢ stamps
paying 37¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate 12¢ Black
(17), three singles used with 1¢ Blue, Type IV (9)
tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Oct. 2” (1855) circular
datestamps on blue folded letter to Alexandrovsky,
near St. Petersburg, Russia, sender’s route
directive “Via Prussian Closed Mail” and prepaid
37¢ rate, red “New-York Am. Packet Oct. 3” circular
datestamp on back, magenta manuscript “14”
credit—carried on the Collins Line Baltic, departing
New York October 3, 1855, arriving Liverpool
October 14—red “AACHEN 16/10 FRANCO”
(October 16) framed datestamp, blue manuscript
“f6” on back and “f3” on front indicating German
and Russian transit fees had been paid.

9_17
37¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate cover to Russia with
1¢ and 12¢ 1851 Issue 12¢ Black (17), three
singles, large margins to clear, faint gum toning,
used with 1¢ Blue, Type IV (9) tied by “Philadelphia
Pa. Apr. 15” (1856) circular datestamps on blue
folded letter to Alexandrovsky, near St. Petersburg,
Russia, sender’s route directive “Via Prussian
Closed Mail” and prepaid 37¢ rate, red “New-York
Br. Pkt. Apr. 16” circular datestamp on back,
magenta manuscript “14” credit—carried on the
Cunard Asia, departing New York April 16, 1856,
arriving Liverpool April 28— red “AACHEN 30/4
FRANCO” (April 30) framed datestamp, blue
manuscript “f6” on back and “f3” on front
indicating German and Russian transit fees had
been paid.

11
3c 1851 Issue with 1c Eagle Carrier (LO2)

11A VAR
3c Orange Red, Ty. II (11A var). Exceptional
color that we feel would be more accurately
described as “Red Orange” rather than the
listed Orange Red, Dr. Amonette called it
Intense Orange Red, ample margins to touched,
tied by “Washington D.C. Apr. 16” (1855)
circular datestamp on buff cover to Philadelphia
Pa., Very Fine and a scarce variety of this
shade, signed Dr. Amonette.

12
The earliest documented use of the 5¢ 1856
Imperforate Issue tied by bold “Philadelphia Pa.
Mar. 24” (1856) circular datestamp on folded
letter to Halifax, Nova Scotia, sender’s shipname directive “pr ‘Arabia’ via Boston” and
carried on the Cunard Arabia, departing Boston
on March 26, bold “Boston Br. Pkt. Mar. 26”
transit datestamp on back, “UD.
STATES/HALIFAX/MR 27/1856” receiving
backstamp, “5” pence due handstamp for Nova
Scotia inland postage, internal dateline of letter
is misdated March 26.

12
Three huge margins including parts of
adjoining stamps at left and bottom, just in at
right, tied by well-struck “Philadelphia Pa. May
19” (1856) circular datestamp on blue folded
letter to Halifax, Nova Scotia, bold “10” and
large “6” Canadian due markings, light strike of
“United States” in oval handstamp, sender’s
shipname directive “per America via Boston”,
transit and receiving backstamps, vertical file
folds do not affect stamp.

12_24_26
Eight-times 3¢ domestic rate cover with a
unique mixed-issue franking of four 5¢ 1856
Imperforate stamps and the 1857 Perforated
Issue 5¢ Red Brown (12), vertical pair and two
singles, used with 1¢ Blue, Type V (24),
centerline margin at right, and 3¢ Dull Red,
Type III (26), cancelled and tied together by
matching grids, “Philadelphia Pa. Mar. 25”
circular datestamp.

17A
12c Black, Diagonal Half Used as 6c (17a).
Bottom left diagonal half, tied by “New York &
Philadelphia R.R. Feb. 25” (1852) circular
datestamp on blue folded cover to Philadelphia,
docketing indicates New York origination,
vertical file fold affects bisect, otherwise Very
Fine, a rare intra-east coast bisect use and one
of only three known to us with this railroad
route agent’s datestamp

26
“Old Stamps Not Recognized” cover to the North
Atlantic Blockading Squadron in 1863 3¢ Dull
Red, Type III (26), tied by grid cancel and
“Philadelphia Pa. Dec. 17, 1863” circular
datestamp on cover to the acting master of the
blockader Calypso of the North Atlantic
Blockading Squadron, via the Norfolk Navy
Yard, mostly clear strike of “OLD STAMPS/NOT
RECOGNIZED” two-line handstamp and “Due
6” for postage due, December 20 receipt
docketing on back, ex Colson, Emerson and
Haas.

26
Perfect strike of the “Mails Suspended” oval on
a corner card cover to Richmond, Virginia, with
a Post Office Department return envelope and a
poignant letter inquiring about a Union
prisoner from the Battle of Chancellorsville
“MAILS SUSPENDED”, perfectly struck oval
handstamp on cover to Confederate Brigadier
General John H. Winder at Richmond,
endorsed “via Washington D.C.”, 3¢ Rose (65),
interpane margin at left, placed over coal
dealer’s corner card and tied by “Philadelphia
Pa. May 16, 1863” circular datestamp. Ex
William F. Murphy.

26_63
“Old Stamps Not Recognized” handstamp on a
Philadelphia carrier cover 3¢ Dull Red, Type III
(26), wide straddle-pane margin at right, used
with slightly overlapping 1¢ Blue (63), both
stamps tied by bold “Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 24,
1862” circular datestamp on cover to
Westchester, Pennsylvania, beautifully struck
“OLD STAMPS/NOT RECOGNIZED” two-line
handstamp and “Due 3” for regular postage due
(1¢ carrier fee prepaid with valid stamp, so
accepted), “U.S. Penny Mail Phila. Pa.” carrier’s
octagonal datestamp on back.

36B
Strip of seven of the 1859 12¢ Perforated Issue
from Plate 3 on cover to Paris 12¢ Black, Plate
3 (36B), horizontal strip of seven, second and
third stamps from left show double framelines,
used with two singles of 3¢ Dull Red, Type III
(26) and tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 9”(1860)
circular datestamps on buff cover to Paris,
France, red “Philadelphia Pa. Paid 1860 Jul. 9”
exchange office circular datestamp also ties
strip, French arrival datestamp (July 23),
receiving backstamp.

65
Tied by well-struck “Philadelphia Pa. Apr. 6,
1861” circular datestamp on cover to New York
with blue “The Rebels Invoking the Aid of
Johnny Bull” cartoon depicting Southerners
sinking into a swamp with Johnny Bull
(England) carrying money bags and standing
next to Uncle Sam, ex Hill and Jarrett.

65
3c Rose (65), Tied by grid cancel and “Philadelphia Pa.
Jan. 10, 1864” circular date stamp on overall Union
Volunteer Refreshment Saloon and Hospital illustrated
cover to Roxbury, Massachusetts, exceptional design in
violet depicting view of building, soldiers and civilians,
immaculate condition ..... EXTREMELY FINE. A
SUPERB CIVIL WAR ILLUSTRATED DESIGN AND ONE
OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES EXTANT. The Union
Volunteer and Refreshment Saloon was a privately
funded way station, where troops traveling to and from
the war could find a home-cooked meal, a place to rest
and wash up, and could write a letter. Tables were
provided with writing materials and letters were sent
without charge. The hospital provided care primarily for
the wounded and sick who were on their way back to
their families

65
Straight edge at left, tied by “Philadelphia Pa.
Sep. ?, 1863” circular datestamp and grid
duplex on multicolored Jeff Davis Going and
Returning from War caricature Patriotic cover
to St. Louis Mo., when flipped upside down
Davis becomes an “ass”.
Brilliant color and choice centering, tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. Jan. 11, 1862” circular date
stamp and grid duplex on cover to New Holland
Pa. with overall “Chase, Sharpe & Thomson
Iron Founders” lithographed advertising design

65
Citizens Volunteer Hospital illustrated cover
tied by grid cancel with “Philadelphia Pa. Feb.
26, 1863” circular datestamp on overall
lithographed Citizen’s Volunteer Hospital cover,
wonderful design in purple with panel depicting
hospital building flying an American flag,
soldiers, mounted rider and civilians, Duval &
Son Ltd. imprint, addressed to Wilmington,
Delaware.

65
Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon and Hospital
illustrated cover tied by grid cancel and “Philadelphia
Pa. Jan. 10, 1864” circular datestamp on overall Union
Volunteer Refreshment Saloon and Hospital illustrated
cover to Roxbury, Massachusetts, exceptional design in
purple depicting view of building, soldiers and civilians,
immaculate condition, Extremely Fine, a superb Civil
War illustrated design and one of the finest examples
extant, the Union Volunteer and Refreshment Saloon
was a privately funded way station, where troops
traveling to and from the war could find a home-cooked
meal, a place to rest and wash up, and could write a
letter—tables were provided with writing materials and
letters were sent without charge, the hospital provided
care primarily for the wounded and sick who were on
their way back to their families, ex Kantor and
illustrated in their book (fig. 259)

65_73
Cooper Shop Volunteer Refreshment Saloon
Patriotic cover cancelled by dotted cork cancel
with “Philadelphia Pa. Aug. 25, 1861” octagonal
datestamp on Cooper Shop Volunteer
Refreshment Saloon Patriotic cover.
Great Central Fair illustrated cover printed in
red tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Apr. 18, 1864”
doublecircle datestamp on unsealed Great
Central Fair for the Sanitary Commission cover
to Salem, New Jersey, with illustrated
battlefield scene “From Office of the Committee
on Labor, Income and Revenues, 118 So.
Seventh St. Phila” imprint.

68_75
Tied by “Phila. Pa. Apr. 15, 1864” small circular
datestamp and duplex target cancel on blue
folded cover to Bordeaux, France, stamps also
tied by faintly struck red Philadelphia credit
datestamp, red Calais transit datestamp and
matching “P.D.” in frame.

73
2c Black (73). Pair and single, tied by
Philadelphia Pa. circular datestamps and cork
cancels, it appears that the single 2c was
applied first and the pair from another sheet
added when the circular was weighed, on
unsealed yellow cover to Sunbury Pa. with “U.S.
Sanitary Commission, Historical Bureau”
corner card, New York City return address, Very
Fine, scarce and unusual triple rate circular
use, ex Kantor and illustrated in their book on
p. 73

117
Tied by 5-Point Solid Star fancy cancel with
purple “Phila Paid All May 11” (1869) circular
datestamp on Leicester Knitting Mills corner
card cover to London, England, red London
receiving datestamp, Philadelphia Station
backstamp, carried on Cunarder Scotia from
New York on May 12, arriving Queenstown May
21, Very Fine, a scarce combination of a fancy
star cancel and corner card cover bearing the
12c Adriatic, ex Haas, with 2002 and 2019 P.F.
certificates.

206
Tied by “Philadelphia Pa. 2” oval on Landreth’s
Bloomsdale Seed Farm postcard to South
Norridgewock Me., elaborate two-sided
illustrations including farm buildings on
address side and ornate frame around stamp,
dark green early peas and leaf on reverse side
ex Wagshal.

U157
2c Vermilion on Amber, Die 55, Cut Square
(U157; UPSS 357). 32 x 38mm, neat
Philadelphia Pa. duplex cancel with “14” in
concentric circles, THIS IS ONE OF ONLY
FOUR EXAMPLES OF THE 1881 2-CENT
VERMILION ON AMBER IN ANY FORMAT —
AND ONE OF ONLY TWO USED CUT
SQUARES. The 1881 2c Vermilion on Amber
(UPSS Die 55) is one of the rarest items of
Postal Stationery in any format or condition.
There is only one unused entire, ex Barkhausen
and “Saddleback” last offered in Siegel sale of
the “Scarsdale” Collection (Sale 1039, lot 141).

293
Earliest documented use of the $2.00 TransMississippi issue tied by clear “Philadelphia Pa.
Jun. 24 3-30PM 1898” wavy-line machine
cancel on immaculate cover to Mr. E. J. Clinton
in Ocean City, New Jersey, clear “Ocean City
N.J., Rec’d Jun. 26, 1898” receiving datestamp
on back.

15L13
Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia Pa. tied,
“Blood’s Despatch Feb. 21” double-line circular
datestamp on folded letter to Walnford N.J.,
blue “Philadelphia Pa. 5cts.” circular
datestamp, manuscript “Miss. & Forwarded”
with “Cranberry N.J.” circular datestamp, ex
Dr. Morris.

15L13
Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia Pa., 1c
Bronze on Black Glazed (15L13) used with 3c
Dull Red, Ty. II (11A), neatly affixed overlapping
and tied together by blue Philadelphia circular
datestamp, “Blood’s Despatch Dec. 31 2 P.M.”
double-line circular datestamp on small cover
to Lancaster Pa.

15L13
Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia Pa., 1c
Bronze on Black Glazed (15L13). Two covers,
first used with 3c Dull Red, Ty. II (11A), neatly
affixed overlapping and tied together by blue
Philadelphia circular datestamp, “Blood’s
Despatch Dec. 31 2 P.M.” double-line circular
datestamp on small cover to Lancaster Pa., 3c
stamp with creases, neat and Very Fine
appearing small cover, second with No. 15L14
acid tied, used with 3c Dull Red, Ty. III (26) on
1857 cover to Iowa, 3c stamp pulled perf, still
Very Fine

DEMING’S
PENNY POST
One of only four recorded examples of the Deming’s
Penny Post Issue (three on covers), the only tied
example and the only combination use with the 3¢
1851 Issue Deming’s Penny Post, Frankford,
Pennsylvania, (1¢) Black on Grayish (58L1), ample
to large margins, manuscript “X” cancel, tied by
docketing “from Mary D. Whitelock, March 4th
1854”, used with 3¢ Dull Red, Type II (11A),
margins all around, tied by “Frankford Pa. Mar. 3”
circular datestamp on blue folded letter datelined
“Frankford March 2nd 1854” from Mary Whitelock
to her uncle in Baltimore, describing the return
home across the Susquehanna River and on the
Frankford Omnibus.

WV11-13
GREAT CENTRAL FAIR
One of only two full covers bearing a complete
set of the Great Central Fair stamps Great
Central Fair, Philadelphia, 10¢ Blue, 20¢
Green, 30¢ Black (WV11-WV13), complete set
neatly affixed together on cover addressed to
“Mr. Bispham, Central Fair P.O.”, “Great
Central Fair. June 11, 1864” circular
datestamp ties 20¢ at right, second clear strike
to the left of 10¢ stamp (10¢ and 30¢
uncancelled)

WV12
GREAT CENTRAL FAIR
Great Central Fair 20¢ Green on a superb cover
Great Central Fair, Philadelphia, 20¢ Green
(WV12), well centered, rich color, tied by “Great
Central Fair. June 28, 1864” circular datestamp on
the last day of the fair, second strike also ties
stamp on immaculate cover addressed to “Mr.
Kline, Central Fair”, probably A. C. Kline, a
pioneering Philadelphia stamp and coin dealer who
must have been keenly interested in the Sanitary
Commission post office at the Great Central Fair,
Extremely Fine, easily one of the finest of the fewer
than 20 recorded covers bearing stamps of the
Great Central Fair, ex White (1937 sale), Steele and
Kantor (illustrated in their book, fig. 114)

B FREE FRANKLIN
Restored cover front only addressed to “Jno.
Lawrence & Wm. Smith Esqrs., Burlington”,
manuscript “Free” postmark applied at
Philadelphia, A SCARCE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
FREE FRANK, WITH ACCOMPANYING
DOCKETED INNER LETTERSHEET DATING
THIS TO JULY 23, 1776 — A CRUCIAL MONTH
IN AMERICAN HISTORY. FRANKLIN WAS
POSTMASTER GENERAL OF THE
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS WHEN HE
APPLIED THIS FRANKING SIGNATURE.

PHILADELPHIA TO
BALTIMORE -1792
“13/AU” “121 ⁄2”. Clear Franklin mark 121 ⁄2c
rate on folded letter datelined “Philada. Aug. 13
1792” to James Perkins in Baltimore, paying
the 121 ⁄2c rate for distance between 100-150
miles.

FLEXIBLE FLYER
Tied by Philadelphia Pa. machine cancel on
elaborately illustrated two-sided multicolored
sledding cover advertising the “Flexible Flyer”
which was patented in 1889 .

KENSINGTON
Po dates: 1826-1862, then became a station
from 1890-1895, 1902-date.

NORTHERN
LIBERTIES
Northern Liberties News Rooms, Sub Post
Office. Type I circular mark impressed at left on
March 30, 1836 folded letter to Reading Pa., red
“Phila. 31 Mar.” in octagonal frame, matching
“Paid” in octagon handstamp, skillfully
reinforced along folds and minor cosmetic
improvements along edges. ONE OF 12-14
RECORDED EXAMPLES OF THE NORTHERN
LIBERTIES NEWS ROOMS MARKING, WHICH
WAS APPLIED TO MAIL HANDLED BY THE
SUB POST OFFICE OPERATED BY ANDREW
MCMAKIN.

15L4
D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia Pa., (3c) Black on Grayish,
“D.O.B. & Cos.” Initials (15L4). Full to large margins, tied by
blue “Philadelphia Pa. Sep. 22” circular datestamp with
matching “5” in double-circle handstamp on folded cover to
New York City street address, receipt docketing confirms
1845 year date
ONE OF THE FINEST TIED EXAMPLES OF THE RARE
BLOOD’S FIRST STRIDING MESSENGER ISSUE WITH
MANUSCRIPT CONTROL MARK
The Striding Messenger stamp, issued in 1843 by the
Philadelphia Despatch Post and adopted by D. O. Blood &
Co., is the first pictorial stamp in the world. It depicts a
gargantuan letter carrier — the “City Despatch Post” bag
slung over his shoulder — stepping over the Merchant’s
Exchange Building, which housed Philadelphia’s post office.
The image conveys the private posts’ superior speed and
reliability. Illustrated in Chronicle (No. 220, p. 318). Ex
German Sale, Brown, Hurd, Hall and Jarrett

2
LOT 42° ` 10¢ 1847 vertical bisect used from
Philadelphia for the 5¢ under 300-miles rate 10¢
Black, Vertical Half Used As 5¢ (2b), left vertical
half, large margins to just clear at bottom, tied by
blue “Philada Pa. 5 Mar. 23” (1849) integral-rate
circular datestamp on bluish folded letter to New
Hope, Pennsylvania, some minor cover staining far
from stamp, Very Fine, for some reason there are
far fewer left half vertical bisects than right half
bisects listed in the USPCS census— there is no
“Paid” marking on this cover, and it is unclear if the
integral-rate datestamp was intended as a postage
due marking or just a cancel—ex West and Boker,
illustrated in Ashbrook Bound Book (no. 11, cover
279, USPCS website), with 1988 P.F. certificate
ESTIMATE $5,000-7,500

1
LOT 90° ` 5¢ 1847 in brilliant Orange Brown shade
on an insurance corner card envelope 5¢ Orange
Brown (1b), large margins to ample at top, brilliant
color and First Printing impression, tied by blue
“Philada. Pa. 5 cts Feb. 17” (1848) integral-rate
circular datestamp on buff envelope with “Penn
Mutual Life Insurance Co., No. 91 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia” corner card, to Leesburg, Virginia,
Very Fine, a scarce corner card use of the 5¢ 1847
Issue, this is the only example listed in the USPCS
census with this style corner card from Penn
Mutual (a 10¢ is known with a cameo design on the
flap), ex Emerson, West, Starr, Hart and Boker,
illustrated in Bakers’ U.S. Classics (p. 175)
ESTIMATE $500-750

1
One of three recorded combinations of the 5¢ 1847 Issue and the
Philadelphia 1¢ on Rose “H” Carrier Department Issue, and the only cover
on which the carrier stamp is tied by the Philadelphia circular datestamp
5¢ Red Brown (1), huge margins to clear with portion of adjoining stamp
at bottom, deep rich color and detailed impression, used with U.S.P.O.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1¢ Black on Rose, “H” (7LB3), large margins
to just into framelines, both stamps tied by blue “Philada. Pa. 5 Aug. 10”
(1849) integral-rate circular datestamp on small envelope to Lake George,
New York, the datestamp tying the carrier stamp is particularly wellstruck Extremely Fine—a choice and extremely rare combination. Only
three covers with the Philadelphia 7LB3 carrier stamp and the 5¢ 1847
Issue are recorded. This is the only one of the three which is clearly tied by
the Philadelphia circular datestamp. According to the census information
reported by Larry Lyons in The Penny Post (July 2006) and the USPCS
census, there are only three combinations of the 1847 Issue and this
Philadelphia Carrier Department issue. The second was offered in our sale
of the Harvey Mirsky collection (and is ex Kuphal), but the carrier stamp is
not tied. The third listed in the USPCS census has no description or image
so its configuration is unknown. Ex Sir Nicholas Waterhouse, Marc Haas,
Duane B. Garrett and John R. Boker, Jr. Illustrated in Bakers’ U.S.
Classics (p. 124). ESTIMATE $4,000-5,000

1_15L5
LOT 104° ` One of two recorded on-cover combinations of the 1847 Issue
and a D.O. Blood & Co. Striding Messenger local stamp 5¢ Red Brown (1),
large margins to clear, tied by blue “Philada. Pa. 5cts. (Aug?) 24” integralrate circular datestamp, used with D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, (2¢) Black (15L5), large margins to touched at bottom but
the imprint is complete, small manuscript cancel, on brown envelope to
Pikesville, Maryland, manuscript “In Haste” at bottom Very Fine; minor
ink erosion at right. An extremely rare combination of the 5¢ 1847 Issue
and the iconic Striding Messenger local stamp issued by D. O. Blood & Co.
This is the only recorded 1847 Issue cover with the 15L5 stamp. The
Striding Messenger stamp was first issued in 1843 by the Philadelphia
Despatch Post. It was the first pictorial stamp in the world. After the sale
of the post to D. O. Blood & Co. in 1845, a similar design, incorporating
the D. O. Blood & Co. name, was lithographed by Wagner & McGuigan.
The design depicts a gargantuan letter carrier—the “City Despatch Post”
bag slung over his shoulder—stepping over the Merchant’s Exchange
Building, which housed Philadelphia’s post office. The image conveys the
private posts’ superior speed and reliability. It is especially fascinating to
see it used here with the first federal postage stamp. The USPCS census
records only two examples of 1847 Issue stamps on covers with a D. O.
Blood & Co. Striding Messenger stamp. The other cover bears a 5¢ 1847
stamp and 15L6 (with “City Despatch” through the messenger’s legs, see
Siegel Sale 791, lot 259). Ex Philip H. Ward, Jr. (Siegel Sale 265), Henry C.
Gibson, Sr., and John R. Boker, Jr. ESTIMATE $3,000-4,000

1_15L17
LOT 105° ` Superb 5¢ 1847 used with the “Blood’s
Post Office Despatch” local stamp 5¢ Red Brown
(1), huge to large margins including part of
adjoining stamp at right, deep rich color, tied by
blue grid cancel, matching “Philada. Pa. 10 Nov. 5”
(1850) integral-rate circular datestamp, used with
D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (2¢)
Bronze on Black (15L17), acid tied on greenish
folded letter to Lebanon, Ohio, sender’s manuscript
“Paid 10cts” changed to “Due 5”, fresh and Very
Fine, scarce and unusual shortpaid use, ex Dr.
LeBow, Hackmey and from our 1983 Rarities of the
World sale, with 2019 P.F. certificate ESTIMATE
$1,000-1,500

2_15L9
LOT 106° ` One of three recorded 10¢ 1847 covers
with the D. O. Blood & Co. “For the Post Office”
issue 10¢ Black (2), large margins all around, used
with D. O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
(1¢) Black, “For the Post Office” (15L9), large
margins to clear, both stamps tied by blue “Philada.
Pa. 10cts. Mar. 9” (1848) integral-rate circular
datestamp on envelope to Montreal, Canada,
manuscript “41 ⁄2” pence due for Canadian postage
from the border, red “Montreal L.C. MR 16 1848”
backstamp, ink lines through address removed,
Extremely Fine, only three such combinations are
recorded, including two to Montreal and one to
Toronto, ex Boker ESTIMATE $4,000-5,000

2_15LU2
LOT 107° ` The only recorded 10¢ 1847 Issue on a
Blood’s City Despatch 1¢ Albino Embossed entire
10¢ Black, Double Transfer Type A (2-A), Position
1R, with double transfer of “X” at lower right, tied
by blue grid cancel, matching “Philadelphia Pa. 10
Nov. 5” integral-rate circular datestamp on Blood’s
City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (1¢)
Albino Embossed Stamp on Buff entire (15LU2
variety) to Shelbyville, Tennessee, “Blood’s
Despatch 26 So. Sixth 28” handstamp, stamp with
minor gum staining, some cover edgewear, still
Very Fine and exceptionally rare, this use of the
Blood’s albino embossed envelope with a 10¢ 1847
is remarkable and unique, ex Boker, with 1981 P.F.
certificate ESTIMATE $1,000-1,500

2_15LU6A
LOT 108° ` One of two recorded Blood’s City Despatch
Red ent15LU6Aires with the 1847 Issue 10¢ Black (2),
ample to large margins, tied by partly clear strike of
blue “Philadelphia Pa. Aug. 19” circular datestamp on
Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (1¢)
Red on Buff entire (15LU6A), clear strike of “Blood’s
Despatch Aug. 19 8 A.M.” double-circle datestamp,
addressed to New York City, stamp with a couple tiny
margin flaws including expertly sealed small tear at
lower right, still Very Fine and very rare, the USPCS
census lists only two 1847 Issue uses on Blood’s City
Despatch Red entires — the other has two 5¢ stamps
with the “Office 28 So. 6th St” variety (15LU1B), ex
Waterhouse, Gibson, Grunin, Ishikawa and Boker,
illustrated in Chronicle 153 (p. 14) ESTIMATE $3,0004,000

1B_138L2
LOT 117° ` The only recorded example of the Telegraph City Despatch 2¢ local stamp— and an
outstanding combination with the 5¢ 1847 Issue 5¢ Orange Brown (1b), large even margins,
rich color and early impression, tied by lightly struck blue Philadelphia circular datestamp,
used with Telegraph City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 2¢ Black on Yellowish (138L2),
full even margins all around, manuscript “X” cancel on cover to Middletown, Connecticut, 5¢
cancelled again on arrival with the Middletown office’s distinctive blue large grid of tiny
diamonds, sender’s notation “Paid” Very Fine appearance; flap tear extends just barely into top
edge, scattered toning on cover and touching 5¢ stamp, local stamp with negligible unapparent
faults not mentioned on accompanying certificate. This is the only recorded example of the
Telegraph City Despatch 2¢ stamp—an outstanding Philadelphia local cover and one of the
greatest local post and 1847 Issue combination covers extant. In his October 1993 Penny Post
article on short-lived Philadelphia locals, Steven M. Roth described the prevailing state of
knowledge about the Telegraph Despatch Post: “We have no idea who operated this Post from its
office at 61 South 8th Street.” Calvet M. Hahn, writing one year later on the T. Walters local
(Collectors Club Philatelist, Nov.-Dec. 1994), noted an example of the Walters stamp on a piece
with the two-line handstamp “Telegraph C. D. 2 Cts./Office, No. 61 Sth. 8th St.” However,
neither Roth nor Hahn mentioned that the 61 South 8th Street address—stated on this unique
138L2 stamp and the two-line handstamp—is the same address found on Brigg’s Despatch
25L1-25L2 stamps. Brigg’s and Telegraph City Despatch covers are dated in the same period
beginning in mid-1848, and the lettering style and printing characteristics (not designs) of both
issues are also very similar. These factors could be coincidental—that is, Brigg’s and the
Telegraph City Despatch might have had separate offices in the same building without any
other connection— but further investigation is warranted, and it may uncover a more definite
connection between Brigg’s and the Telegraph City Despatch (and possibly T. Walters). Our
records contain five 1¢ 138L1 covers (including one with a 5¢ 1847 stamp) and this unique 2¢
on cover. Ex C. E. Chapman, Alfred H. Caspary, Josiah K. Lilly, Jr., Dr. Leonard Kapiloff, Edgar
Kuphal, Joseph Hackmey, and from our 1992 Rarities of the World sale. Raymond Weill & Co.
backstamp. Illustrated on the front cover of Chronicle 245. With 1991 P.F. certificate.
ESTIMATE $10,000-15,000

2
LOT 123° ` The earliest reported use of the 1847 Issue to or from
Canada—July 17, 1847 10¢ Black (2), large margins all around, beautiful
deep shade and proof-like early impression, tied by bold strike of red
square grid cancel, matching “New-York 10cts. 17 Jul.” (1847) integralrate circular datestamp on bluish folded cover to Agent of Bank of
Montreal at Belleville, Canada West, red “Montreal L.C. JY 20 1847”
circular datestamp, manuscript “1/51 ⁄2” Canadian rate, backstamped
Kingston and Belleville (both July 21), vertical file fold well away from
stamp Extremely Fine. This July 17, 1847, cover is the earliest recorded
use of the United States first general issue to or from Canada. The earliest
recorded use of the 1847 Issue is the 10¢ cover from New York City to
Indianapolis, postmarked July 2, 1847. The earliest use of the 1847 Issue
to a foreign destination is the 10¢ cover from Philadelphia to London,
postmarked July 14, 1847 (offered as lot 148). Next in line is this July 17
cover to Canada, which is the earliest use of the 1847 Issue on a cover to
any location in British North America. The 10¢ 1847 stamp paid the
single-rate postage to the U.S.-Canada border. From there to Belleville, the
rate was calculated at 1 shilling 51 ⁄2 pence, approximately 18 pence,
which corresponds to the 9p rate for distance (about 250 miles), doubled
for weight over a half ounce. Ex Jonathan W. Rose and Joseph Hackmey.
ESTIMATE $7,500-10,000

2
LOT 125° ` A beautiful cover from Philadelphia
to Toronto, Canada, with 10¢ 1847 for over-300
miles rate 10¢ Black (2), Position 67L, large
margins to full, intense shade, tied by two
strikes of blue “Philada. Pa. 10cts Apr. 4” (1848)
integral-rate circular datestamp, third clear
strike on light gray folded cover to an insane
asylum in Toronto, Canada, red “Queenston
U.C. Apr. 8, 1848” circular datestamp,
manuscript “41 ⁄2” pence due marking just ties
stamp at upper right, faint receiving
backstamp, Very Fine and attractive use to
Canada, ex Boker ESTIMATE $750-1,000

2
LOT 148° ` The earliest possible transatlantic use of the 1847 Issue and the only recorded
example of the 10¢ 1847 stamp on mail carried aboard this voyage—also the earliest known use
of the 10¢ to any foreign destination 10¢ Black (2), mostly large margins to clear at top left, tied
by blue grid cancel, matching “Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 14” (1847) circular datestamp on yeardated folded letter to London, England, sender’s ship-name directive “pr Steamer Caledonia via
Boston,” stamp additionally tied by light strike of red British datestamp, clearly-struck 1847dated London receiving circular datestamp on flap, manuscript “1/-” shilling due marking Very
Fine; trivial splitting along some folds, but otherwise in exceptionally pristine condition. This is
the earliest possible transatlantic use of the 1847 Issue, and this is the only recorded example
of the 10¢ 1847 stamp on mail carried aboard this voyage. It is also the earliest known use of
the 10¢ 1847 issue to a foreign destination. One of the great rarities of the classic era. The 5¢
and 10¢ 1847 Issue stamps were issued on July 1, 1847. The earliest documented use is a 10¢
domestic cover dated July 2 at New York City (in the Gross collection and on loan to the
Smithsonian National Postal Museum). At this time, the Cunard Line sailings were twice
monthly. The first July 1847 sailing was the Cambria from Boston on the first day of the month.
It was not possible for any 1847 Issue stamps to be used on that voyage, because Boston did
not receive their supply of 1847 stamps until the following day. The next Cunarder to sail was
the Caledonia, which left Boston on July 16. The cover offered here was posted in Philadelphia
on July 14, and made it to Boston in time for the July 16 sailing. This is the only recorded 10¢
1847 cover carried on this voyage. Two 5¢ 1847 covers are also recorded for this sailing, one of
which is addressed to Ireland and has a July 15 New York datestamp (Sale 993, lot 177). The
other 5¢ 1847 cover from this Caledonia sailing was mailed from New York to Liverpool, but it
lacks a post office datestamp and is dated from the contents. Aside from transatlantic uses, the
earliest reported use to Canada is July 17 (lot 123 in this sale). It is theoretically possible that
an earlier cover to Canada or to another foreign destination which did not involve a
transatlantic sailing could be found. However, as the record stands, the cover offered here is the
earliest. Ex John D. Pope III and Jerome S. Wagshal. The subject of an article by Wagshal in
Opinions IV, “An Important Change in Philatelic Foundation Policy: Certification of Earliest
Known Date of Use.” With 1985 and 2010 P.F. certificates stating “Genuinely used on cover; the
earliest possible transatlantic usage of the 1847 Issue.” ESTIMATE $30,000-40,000

1
LOT 161° ` A remarkable cover which arrived from Germany just days after the first federal stamps were issued
and was forwarded with the new 5¢ 1847 stamp 5¢ Dark Brown (1a), deep rich color and impression from the
First Printing, large margins to clear at bottom, tied by bold strike of blue grid cancel with matching
“Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 16” (1847) circular datestamp (inverted “16”), used as forwarding postage to Boston on a
folded letter originating in Dusseldorf, Germany— letter is datelined at Dusseldorf, June 14, 1847, and written
by Emanuel Gottlieb Leutze, the artist who in 1851 painted the iconic Washington Crossing the Delaware
Revolutionary War scene, and who also painted the Columbus in Chains scene used as the basis for the $2.00
Columbian stamp—addressed to the care of Furness, Brindley & Co. in Philadelphia, sent either via Aachen or
Cologne and Belgium to London, manuscript “5/8” Prussian loth (weight) at top right, “P.” in oval indicating
prepayment of postage at Dusseldorf, Prussian “22” (silbergroschen) in red crayon indicating all transit fees to
U.S. prepaid, red London “Paid” transit datestamp (June 17, 1847), Liverpool oval datestamp (June 17)—
presumably carried on the Cunarder Caledonia, departing Liverpool on June 19, 1847, and arriving at Boston
July 4—due markings were applied at the Philadelphia post office with the blue July 16 circular datestamp and
“12” in circle handstamp struck for 10¢ over-300 miles rate plus 2¢ ship fee, address crossed out and
forwarded back to Boston, in care of Thomas Lamb, with 5¢ stamp applied by Furness, Brindley & Co.,
manuscript line through “12” in circle and re-rated “10” cents for distance over 300 miles, the 5¢ stamp was
insufficient so rated in manuscript “Due 5” Very Fine; minor splits along folds—a unique use of the 5¢ 1847
Issue as forwarding postage on a folded letter from a famous artist writing from Dusseldorf, Germany, and a
scarce first-month use of the 5¢ 1847 Issue. This cover is fascinating in many aspects. It was mailed from
Germany to the United States two weeks before the release of the 1847 Issue. By the time it reached Boston, on
Independence Day, the first federal postage stamps were just three days old. The Philadelphia circular
datestamp was dated July 16 either in error, as Creighton C. Hart speculated, or for another reason—perhaps
the letter was carried on a different vessel, or the markings were applied after a delay or upon forwarding to
Boston. The writer, Emanuel Gottlieb Leutze, was born in Germany, but emigrated to the U.S. as a child. His
artistic talent manifested itself early in life, and in adulthood he was noted for many significant paintings,
including his iconic Washington Crossing the Delaware. Another painting, Columbus in Chains, won him the
gold medal at the Brussels Art Exhibition, and was subsequently purchased by the Art Union in New York; it
was the basis of the 1893 $2.00 Columbian stamp. In this letter Leutze mentions having painted pictures
entitled “Columbus” and “Knox.” Leutze quotes a $1,000 price for the picture he is painting for James T.
Furness, the addressee, and asks to be paid with a British bank draft. He writes that the picture will be sent via
Havre in ten days. Ex Creighton C. Hart and John R. Boker, Jr. Illustrated and discussed in Chronicle 46 (pp. 6
and 34-36) and in Hargest (p. 10). With 1963 P.F. certificate. ESTIMATE $4,000-5,000

9_11
LOT 188° ` A rare and early use of United States stamps for British Open Mail rate
to Russia 1¢ Blue, Type IV (9), two, pre-use creases, large margins except one just
touched at top, used with 3¢ Dull Red, Type I (11), small corner crease, large
margins to just in, tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Dec. 19” (1853) circular datestamps on
blue folded letter to St. Petersburg, Russia, from the William L. Winans
correspondence, red “New York Br. Pkt. Dec. 20” circular datestamp—carried on the
Cunarder Niagara, departing from Boston December 21, 1853, and arriving
Liverpool January 3, 1854—red London transit backstamp (January 4), red
“Seebrief per England & Aachen 1/5” (January 5) backstamp, manuscript “1/-”
shilling due marking, blue manuscript “11/3” silbergroschen marking, vertical file
fold does not affect stamps Very Fine appearance—a rare early use of United States
stamps on cover to Russia. William Winans arrived in Russia with his brother in
1843, as part of a $3 million contract to supply railroad locomotives and cars for the
new railroad between St. Petersburg and Moscow, which was completed in 1851.
From 1852, William was the chief manager of the Russian operation, which had a
lucrative contract for making and maintaining running stock for the growing
Russian railroad network—it was reported their contracted fees were 17 times
higher than in any other country in Europe. During the Crimean War the firm’s
operations expanded, and Winans acted as the U.S. vice-consul in St. Petersburg.
The contract expired in 1862, and Winans left Russia a millionaire. Ex Stanley
Piller, Tito Giamporcaro and Joseph Hackmey. With 1993 P.F. certificate.
ESTIMATE $2,000-3,000

8
LOT 190° ` A beautiful quality circular with a
choice 1¢ 1851 Imperforate Type III from
Position 99R2 1¢ Blue, Type III, Position 99R2
(8), large margins including part of bottom
sheet margin to just barely in at left, tied by
grid cancel on light blue folded printed circular
datelined Philadelphia, June 1, 1856,
handsomely addressed to Washington,
Pennsylvania, with “Circular” written at top by
the sender, fresh and Very Fine, a rare 1¢ 1851
Imperforate from the position that produced the
widest breaks in the top and bottom lines, with
1993 P.F. certificate, Scott value for 99R2 on
cover is $15,000.00 ESTIMATE $4,000-5,000

12_24_26
LOT 216° ` An extraordinary eight-times 3¢ domestic rate cover with a
unique mixed-issue franking of four 5¢ 1856 Imperforate stamps and the
1857 Perforated Issue 5¢ Red Brown (12), vertical pair and two singles,
full to large margins except one single slightly in at top, used with 1¢
Blue, Type V (24), centerline margin at right, and 3¢ Dull Red, Type III
(26), cancelled and tied together by matching grids, “Philadelphia Pa. Mar.
25” circular datestamp on normal-size envelope to Amanda K. Miller at 20
West 16th Street in New York City Very Fine appearance with minor edge
improvements and repaired cover tear through 1¢; two 5¢ stamps at right
have tiny corner creases and one with small tear. This cover was prepaid
24¢ for the eight-times 3¢ per half ounce domestic rate, thus weighing
between 3.5 and 4 ounces. Since it is a small envelope, the enclosure
must have been something other than paper, possibly a photographic
tintype or daguerreotype. Section 15 of the September 1854 instructions
issued by Postmaster General James Campbell (Appendix, page 161)
states, “Daguerreotypes when sent in the mail should be rated and
charged with letter postage by weight.” Amanda K. Miller, who died in
1895, was a Quaker and had been married to Dr. Charles Miller. The
address on this cover, 20 West 16th Street, is a landmarked building
known as the Emma Stebbins House. Ex Henry W. Hill, Paul C. Rohloff,
Ryohei Ishikawa, Frederick R. Mayer and Joseph Hackmey. Signed by
Stanley B. Ashbrook and illustrated in his Special Service, #73, p. 592,
photo 292, and Frajola-Mayer, The United States Five Cent Stamp of 1856
(p. 37). With 1993 P.F. certificate. ESTIMATE $5,000-7,500

9_17
LOT 294° ` Rare 1851 Issue cover to Russia with 1¢ and 12¢
stamps paying 37¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate 12¢ Black (17), three
singles, large margins to slightly in, small tears in right stamp and
file crease through left 12¢ stamp, used with 1¢ Blue, Type IV (9),
large margins to touching, tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Oct. 2” (1855)
circular datestamps on blue folded letter to Alexandrovsky, near
St. Petersburg, Russia, sender’s route directive “Via Prussian
Closed Mail” and prepaid 37¢ rate, red “New-York Am. Packet Oct.
3” circular datestamp on back, magenta manuscript “14” credit—
carried on the Collins Line Baltic, departing New York October 3,
1855, arriving Liverpool October 14—red “AACHEN 16/10
FRANCO” (October 16) framed datestamp, blue manuscript “f6” on
back and “f3” on front indicating German and Russian transit fees
had been paid, Fine, an extremely rare 1851 Issue cover to Russia
and one of the few with the 37¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate—this
letter refers to the fall of Sevastopol during the Crimean War and
the end of DanishAmerican treaties—ex Ishikawa and Hackmey,
with 1999 P.F. certificate ESTIMATE $4,000-5,000

26_36B
LOT 328° ` Magnificent strip of seven of the 1859 12¢
Perforated Issue from Plate 3 on cover to Paris 12¢ Black,
Plate 3 (36B), horizontal strip of seven, second and third
stamps from left show double framelines, remarkably choice
centering, used with two singles of 3¢ Dull Red, Type III (26)
and tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 9”(1860) circular
datestamps on buff cover to Paris, France, red “Philadelphia
Pa. Paid 1860 Jul. 9” exchange office circular datestamp also
ties strip, French arrival datestamp (July 23), receiving
backstamp, light vertical file fold barely affects strip (mostly
between stamps), left stamp perfs slightly affected from
placement at edge of cover, missing part of backflap and a
few minor cover flaws, Very Fine, this is one of the largest
multiples of the 1859 12¢ issue from Plate 3 recorded, a
wonderfully rare franking paying the six-times 15¢ rate to
France, ex Grunin, Kapiloff and “Sevenoaks”, illustrated in
Brookman Vol. I (p. 248) and Rose, The First United States
Perforated Stamps—The 1857 Issue (p. 67) ESTIMATE
$2,000-3,000

11A_58L1
LOT 362° ` One of only four recorded examples of the Deming’s Penny Post Issue (three on
covers), the only tied example and the only combination use with the 3¢ 1851 Issue Deming’s
Penny Post, Frankford, Pennsylvania, (1¢) Black on Grayish (58L1), ample to large margins,
manuscript “X” cancel, tied by docketing “from Mary D. Whitelock, March 4th 1854”, used with
3¢ Dull Red, Type II (11A), margins all around, tied by “Frankford Pa. Mar. 3” circular
datestamp on blue folded letter datelined “Frankford March 2nd 1854” from Mary Whitelock to
her uncle in Baltimore, describing the return home across the Susquehanna River and on the
Frankford Omnibus Extremely Fine. Only four examples of Deming’s Penny Post stamp are
recorded, including three on covers. Only this cover has the stamp tied, and only this stamp is
used in combination with United States postage. One of the truly outstanding covers of
American local posts. Very little is known about this post, which was located in Frankford, a
northeastern suburb of Philadelphia. The cover offered here dates the post to March 1854, soon
after the February 1854 reorganization of Philadelphia, which consolidated the independent
boroughs, townships and districts within Philadelphia County. Frankford, a small town, had its
own independent post office until 1863, but it did not provide for mail collection or delivery
until the free carrier system was initiated in July 1863. Elliott Perry located a directory listing
for Sidney Deming (the name also appears as De Ming, and we are unsure which is correct),
which identified him as operating a small newspaper and carrier business. It appears that
Deming saw an opportunity to carry on a local post in 1854, but the great rarity of his
lithographed stamp suggests that the enterprise was short-lived. We record four examples of
58L1, excluding as best we can the numerous counterfeits that have been offered (including the
stamp in the Lilly sale). The only genuine off-cover example is the ex Golden stamp (Sale 817,
lot 1025, ex Boker). The Costales records contain a photo of a cover addressed to Mr. Joseph
Ball (no location) with what appears to be a genuine uncancelled Deming’s stamp. There is a
large Valentine cover addressed to Miss Martha Cooper, Paul Street, Frankford, ex Hollowbush.
The fourth example is the incomparable cover offered here, with the tying cancellation and use
of the 3¢ 1851 Issue. Ex Edward S. Knapp, John R. Boker, Jr., David Golden and Joseph
Hackmey. ESTIMATE $3,000-4,000

26_63
LOT 371° ` Perfectly struck “Old Stamps Not Recognized”
handstamp on a Philadelphia carrier cover 3¢ Dull Red, Type
III (26), wide straddle-pane margin at right, used with
slightly overlapping 1¢ Blue (63), both stamps tied by bold
“Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 24, 1862” circular datestamp on cover
to Westchester, Pennsylvania, beautifully struck “OLD
STAMPS/NOT RECOGNIZED” two-line handstamp and “Due
3” for regular postage due (1¢ carrier fee prepaid with valid
stamp, so accepted), “U.S. Penny Mail Phila. Pa.” carrier’s
octagonal datestamp on back, 3¢ with rounded corner at
bottom right and 1¢ with pulled perf at bottom, otherwise
Extremely Fine cover, one of two recorded handstamped “Old
Stamps Not Recognized” covers with this combination of the
demonetized 3¢ 1857 and new 1861 1¢ stamps, both come
from the Taylor correspondence—this is the earlier; the other
is a Patriotic cover dated September 26 (ex Bailar, Sale 1105,
lot 2569)—ex Spring ESTIMATE $7,500-10,000

26
LOT 372° ` “Old Stamps Not Recognized” cover to the
North Atlantic Blockading Squadron in 1863 3¢ Dull
Red, Type III (26), tied by grid cancel and “Philadelphia
Pa. Dec. 17, 1863” circular datestamp on cover to the
acting master of the blockader Calypso of the North
Atlantic Blockading Squadron, via the Norfolk Navy
Yard, mostly clear strike of “OLD STAMPS/NOT
RECOGNIZED” two-line handstamp and “Due 6” for
postage due, December 20 receipt docketing on back,
some slight perf tip toning, small cover edge mends
including one which barely touches the handstamp at
top, Very Fine appearance, a scarce and desirable
handstamped “Old Stamps Not Recognized” cover sent
to a North Atlantic Squadron blockading vessel, ex
Colson, Emerson and Haas, with 1976 P.F. certificate
ESTIMATE $3,000-4,000

65
LOT 376° ` Perfect strike of the “Mails Suspended” oval on a corner card cover to
Richmond, Virginia, with a Post Office Department return envelope and a poignant
letter inquiring about a Union prisoner from the Battle of Chancellorsville “MAILS
SUSPENDED”, perfectly struck oval handstamp on cover to Confederate Brigadier
General John H. Winder at Richmond, endorsed “via Washington D.C.”, 3¢ Rose
(65), interpane margin at left, placed over coal dealer’s corner card and tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. May 16, 1863” circular datestamp, with original enclosure from a
“Widowed Mother” inquiring as to the whereabouts of one William Shermer, she
asks “...whether you have any knowledge of Wm. A. Shermer of Collis’s Zouaves
supposed to have been taken prisoner in the late Battle of May 3rd”, this being the
Battle of Chancellorsville, the woman adds a postscript “Enclosed please find 10¢”,
presumably for Confederate postage, also included is the original Post Office
Department Return Letter Office printed envelope used to return this cover and
letter (opened roughly at right), the notation “10cts” below the address refers to the
money enclosure, 6¢ postage due was collected from the sender Very Fine; a few
faint toned spots on Mails Suspended cover not affecting stamp or markings, stamp
with corner crease. This extremely rare cover demonstrates “Mails Suspended”
treatment of mail to the Confederate Commissary General of Prisoners, John H.
Winder. It is especially desirable and unusual with the original enclosure
referencing the Battle of Chancellorsville and the Post Office Department returnedletter envelope. The sender, a self-described “Widowed Mother,” was evidently not
familiar with the procedure for locating Union soldiers taken prisoner by
Confederate forces. Rather than follow the formal flag-of-truce mail procedure, she
simply addressed her letter to Brigadier General Winder at Richmond. Despite the
“Please Forward” notation, this attempt to send mail across the lines was rejected
and the cover was sent to the Dead Letter Office. Ex William F. Murphy. ESTIMATE
$4,000-5,000

65
LOT 387° ` Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon and
Hospital illustrated cover with 3¢ 1861 Issue 3¢ Rose (65),
tied by grid cancel and “Philadelphia Pa. Jan. 10, 1864”
circular datestamp on overall Union Volunteer Refreshment
Saloon and Hospital illustrated cover to Roxbury,
Massachusetts, exceptional design in purple depicting view
of building, soldiers and civilians, immaculate condition,
Extremely Fine, a superb Civil War illustrated design and
one of the finest examples extant, the Union Volunteer and
Refreshment Saloon was a privately funded way station,
where troops traveling to and from the war could find a
home-cooked meal, a place to rest and wash up, and could
write a letter—tables were provided with writing materials
and letters were sent without charge, the hospital provided
care primarily for the wounded and sick who were on their
way back to their families, ex Kantor and illustrated in their
book (fig. 259) ESTIMATE $1,000-1,500

65_73
0 LOT 388° ` Cooper Shop Volunteer Refreshment Saloon Patriotic cover with 3¢
1861 Issue 3¢ Rose (65), cancelled by dotted cork cancel with “Philadelphia Pa. Aug.
25, 1861” octagonal datestamp on Cooper Shop Volunteer Refreshment Saloon
Patriotic cover, design depicts a red and blue 34-star flag with imprint, addressed to
Lynn, Massachusetts, with matching flag letterhead original enclosure, stamp with
small tear at left, Extremely Fine appearing and very rare Patriotic soldier relief
design, a marvelous exhibition pair, ex Kantor and illustrated in their book (fig. 254)
ESTIMATE $750-1,000
LOT 389° ` Great Central Fair illustrated cover printed in red with 2¢ Black Jack 2¢
Black (73), tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Apr. 18, 1864” doublecircle datestamp on
unsealed Great Central Fair for the Sanitary Commission cover to Salem, New
Jersey, with illustrated battlefield scene in red depicting fallen soldier and “From
Office of the Committee on Labor, Income and Revenues, 118 So. Seventh St. Phila”
imprint, Extremely Fine and beautiful example of this Sanitary Fair design in red,
bearing the 2¢ Black Jack, ex Kantor and illustrated in their book (fig. 134)
ESTIMATE $750-1,000
LOT 390° ` 2¢ Black Jack on an immaculate Great Central Fair illustrated cover 2¢
Black (73), tied by “Philada. Pa. Post Office Mar. 11 1st ‘64” double-circle datestamp
on Great Central Fair for the Sanitary Commission cover to Philadelphia street
address, with illustrated battlefield scene in black depicting fallen soldier, slightly
reduced at right, Very Fine example of this Sanitary Fair design in black, bearing a
matching 2¢ Black Jack, ex Kantor and illustrated in their book (fig. 132)
ESTIMATE $500-750

64
LOT 495° ` An exceptional 1861 3¢ Pink on an
illustrated cameo corner card cover 3¢ Pink
(64), beautifully centered, incredibly bright
color nicely contrasted by blue grid cancel
which ties stamp, matching “Chicago Ills. Sep.
12, 1861” double-circle datestamp on buff cover
to New York City with illustrated Iron Works
blue cameo corner card, A. & G. McClement
(Philadelphia) imprint, design depicts a steam
boiler, slightly reduced at top, Extremely Fine
stamp and cover, a truly stunning use of the 3¢
Pink, from our 2001 Rarities sale, with 1986
A.P.S. certificate ESTIMATE $1,000-1,500

26 + 15L14

26_15L18

26

O36

O74

O9O

O65
US O65 24c State Department Used w/
Philadelphia 3 Ring "3" Fancy Cancel

O42
US O42 15c Navy Department Used w/
Philadelphia Ellipse "8" Fancy Cancel

11_15L14

515 ` 1773, Philadelphia to London, England
via New York. Folded cover addressed to
Thomas Penn in London, red “PHILA/DELPHIA”
two-line handstamp and faint red Franklin
mark, “NEWYORK” handstamp and “6 AP”
Franklin mark, additional postage charged for
weight indicated by manuscript red “To Pay 1/”
rate, scarce “IND. AND PACT./POSTAGE” twoline handstamp with manuscript “3N” for total
packet charge, London “28/MA” (May 28)
Bishop’s receiving mark, horizontal file fold,
slight wear, Very Fine, Thomas Penn was the
son of William Penn and a bitter adversary of
Benjamin Franklin .................... E. 750-1,000

547 ` 1860, Philadelphia to Boeblingen,
Wurttemberg, Germany. “Philadelphia Pa. Jan. 19,
1860” octagonal datestamp on blue folded letter
from the Wurttemberg Consulate to Boeblingen,
Wurttemberg, Germany, “N. York Brem. Pk. 3 Jan.
21” debit datestamp, large blue “Amerika uber
Bremen 22” in double-circle handstamp,”15” at top
left reflects the old rate in kreuzers of a few months
prior, blue “22” kreuzers due reflects rate in
marking applied in Bremen, light vertical file fold,
Very Fine, a very unusual marking, carried on the
NGL’s New York, ex Winter .........
...............................................................................
.......................................... E. 300-400

1
756 ` 5c Red Brown (1). Large margins
including trace of adjoining stamp at top, nice
color and impression, tied by blue “Philadelphia
Pa. Oct. 11” (1848) circular datestamp with
second strike to left on blue folded letter to
Hagerstown Pa., Very Fine and choice stamp on
a fresh cover...........
.........................................................................
................................................ E. 400-500

1

1
781 ` 5c Orange Brown (1b). Gorgeous First
Printing Orange Brown shade, large margins
including part of adjoining stamp at top, tied by
well-struck blue “PAID” in oval cancel,
matching “Philada. Pa. 5cts. Dec. 13” (1847)
integral-rate circular datestamp on folded letter
to Elizabethtown N.J., Extremely Fine stamp
and attractive cover, with 2012 P.S.A.G.
certificate
.........................................................................
......... E. 300-400

11A
811 ` 3c Dull Red, Ty. II (11A). Large margins to
clear including part of adjoining stamp at
bottom, tied by “Philadelphia Pa. May 25”
circular datestamp on cover to Washington
D.C., with United States Hotel blue cameo
corner card with illustration of hotel,
marvelously detailed image with horse-drawn
carriage in front, few light toning spots, still
Very Fine, the corner card is stunning
................................................ E. 400-500

18
822 ` 1c Blue, Ty. I (18). Plate 12, bright color,
tied by well-struck “U.S.P.O. Despatch Phila.
Jun. 15 21 ⁄2PM” carrier department octagonal
datestamp on unsealed Leeds patent envelope
to a Philadelphia street address, embossed
“Postmark Patent June 19, 1860” at center,
second strike of datestamp at right over
“window” hole in envelope so contents received
dated postmark, in this case contents is one
piece of paper to demonstrate the process, light
vertical file folds, Very Fine and rare, especially
with the Philadelphia carrier datestamp and 1c
1857 Type I stamp ........................................
E. 1,000-1,500

63_65
838 ` 1c Blue (63). Wonderful dark shade, used
with 3c Rose (65), both tied inside stamp
frames on opposite sides of cover by bold
strikes of “Philadelphia Pa. Apr. 11, 1862”
circular datestamp on red and blue illustrated
buff Patriotic cover to Newark, N.J., design
depicting soldiers, ship, plow and “United
States of America, The Model Government of
the World”, 3c stamp lifted and hinged in place,
1c with couple short perfs, colorful and Very
Fine, a wonderful and scarce Patriotic
design...............................................................
................................................. E. 500-750

15L14
927 ` Blood’s City Despatch, Philadelphia Pa.,
(1c) Bronze on Lilac (15L14). Acid tied, “Blood’s
Penny Post Philada. May 24 8A.M.” doublecircle datestamp on cover with handstamp of
illustration of a hot air balloon struck in blueblack ink, addressed to Professor Lowe in
Philadelphia, Very Fine, a very early balloonrelated cover sent to Professor Thaddeus Lowe,
this is the only recorded such use, illustrated in
Catalog of Classic American Airposts and
Aeronautica 1784-1900 by Schoendorf on p. 33
............. E. 500-750

15L18
967 ` Blood’s Penny Post, Philadelphia Pa., (1c)
Black (15L18). Large margins to clear, tied by
“Blood’s Penny Post Philada. Aug. 2? 21 ⁄2PM”
double-circle datestamp, second strike at left,
on light yellow cover with blue Fitzgerald’s Fine
Art Journal cameo corner card to local address,
missing small part of top flap, flaps opened,
minor edgewear, Very Fine, ex Dr. Morris
.........................................................................
.................... E. 200-300

68
1157 ` 10c Yellow Green (68). Two singles, rich
color, cancelled by targets on bootmaker’s red
corner card cover to Guatemala, matching
“Philadelphia Pa. Jan. 18, 186(3?)” circular
datestamp, “4” reales due marking, barely
reduced at right, Very Fine and attractive,
Toaspern backstamp
.........................................................................
...... E. 500-750

36
1184 ` 12c Black, Plate 1 (36). Two horizontal
pairs arranged in block formation, tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. Nov. 22, 1859” octagonal
datestamps on buff cover with printed address
to Worchestershire, England, red Philadelphia
38c credit datestamp (Nov. 22), transit and
receiving backstamps, few perfs trimmed,
stamps with few small faults, still Very Fine
and attractive, with 1988 P.F. certificate
..................................... E. 400-500

65_73_77
1189 ` 2c Black (73). Pair and single, used with 3c
Rose (65) and 15c Black (77), cancelled or tied by
matching circle of wedges, red Philadelphia Dec. 28
(1868) circular datestamp on purple envelope to
Bray, Ireland, from the Knox correspondence, neat
Bray receiving datestamp on face, envelope with
small discoloration in address area (normal for this
type of colored envelope), a Very Fine cover, eyecatching and rare, the Knox correspondence is
noteworthy for unusual stationery (see Siegel Sale
1167, lot 2013, for 12c Z Grill on a rare post-war
flag patriotic envelope), with 1996 P.F.
certificate.............. E. 1,500-2,000

71
1221 ` 30c Orange (71). Bright color, tied by
neat strike of “Philadelphia Pa. Jul. 27, 1863”
circular datestamp on cover to Nice, France, red
“Philadelphia Paid 24 Jul. 24” credit datestamp,
red Calais transit datestamp (Aug. 10) and
boxed “PD” handstamp, receiving backstamp,
fresh and Very Fine, scarce with the
Philadelphia exchange
marking.......................... E. 200-300

24_35
1318 ` 10c Green, Ty. V (35). Horizontal pair,
used with 1c Blue, Ty. V (24), cancelled or tied
by grids, “Philadelphia Pa. Nov. 20, 1860”
octagonal datestamp on blue tissue-paper cover
to Sardinia, Italy, red “Philadelphia Pa. Paid
1860 Nov. 26” circular datestamp ties 10c
stamps, red boxed “P.D.” handstamp, transit
and receiving backstamps, sender’s directive
“per Cunard Steamer”, tissue-paper cover with
some wrinkling, Very Fine ......... E. 300-400

210
1390 ` 2c Red Brown (210). Tied by
“Philadelphia Aug. 11 84” duplex and used as
forwarding postage on cover originating in
Beirut, addressed to Philadelphia and
forwarded to Wolcott Vt., postage to U.S. paid
by Great Britain, 1884, 21 ⁄2p Lilac (101) tied
by “British Post Office JY 19, 84” circular
datestamp, Alexandria, Philadelphia and
Wolcott backstamps, 2c small fault at bottom
right, still a Very Fine and unusual use
................................... E. 200-300

63_68_73
1468 ` 24c Red Lilac (70). Used with 1c Blue (63)
and two 10c Green (68), the 10c stamps are so dark
we first thought they might be Type I, cancelled or
tied by grids, large red “Philadelphia Pa. 24 Jan.
23” circular datestamp on 1863 cover to Hong
Kong, China, red London Paid transit datestamp
(Feb. 4), red “1d” Colonial rate handstamp, Hong
Kong backstamp, some expert restoration with top
flap reattached, left 10c tear at top, right 10c
affected from placement over edge of cover,
otherwise Fine and unusual franking to pay the
45c rate via
Southampton................................................. E.
750-1,000

183
1489 ` 2c Vermilion (183). Used with 3c Green
(184), tied by “Philadelphia Pa. Dec. 23” (1881)
duplex datestamp on cover to the Assistant
Paymaster of the U.S.S. Palos at Yokohama,
Japan, San Francisco transit backstamp,
Yokohama arrival datestamp (Nov. 29), a fresh
and Very Fine Bank Note Issue use to Japan
................................................................. E.
300-400

11A
2028 ` 3c Dull Red, Ty. II (11A). Large margins,
tied by blue “Philadelphia Pa.” circular
datestamp on buff cover with map of
Pennsylvania Rail Road to Pottsville Pa., with
tobacco commission merchant’s shield on top
flap, minor edgewear barely affects stamp, still
Very Fine
.........................................................................
............................. E. 200-300

11A
2030 ` 3c Dull Red, Ty. II (11A). Large margins
to just in at left, tied by blue “Philadelphia Pa.
Oct. 11” circular datestamp on buff cover with
blue Camden & Amboy Rail Road Co. cameo
corner card to Round Brook N.J., horizontal file
fold well away from stamp, minor edgewear,
Very
Fine..................................................................
.... E. 200-300

65
2136 ` 3c Rose (65). Tied by large target,
“Philadelphia Pa. Oct. 23, 1861” circular
datestamp on cover to Huntingdon Pa. with
stove manufacturer’s red cameo corner card
with illustration of three stoves or heaters,
some edge toning, Very Fine
...................................................... E. 300-400

75
2186 ` 5c Red Brown (75). Bright color
approaching the desirable so-called “Chestnut”
shade, gorgeous centering, tied by bold
“Philadelphia Pa. Apr. 26, 1862” circular
datestamp on blue folded letter to Halifax, Nova
Scotia, endorsed “Steamer via Boston”, neat
strike of “CTS 10” due marking, vertical file fold
well away from stamp, light waterstaining,
Extremely Fine ...................... E. 300-400

98
2250 ` 15c Black, F. Grill (98). Horizontal pair
partly separated prior to use, clear grill points,
tied by blue Star cancels on cover to Paris,
France, purple “Philadelphia Paid 12 Mar. 8”
credit datestamp, blue French transit also ties
stamps, fresh and Fine
...................................... E. 200-300

150
2266 ` 10c Brown (150). Tied by blue
“Philadelphia Pa. Jun. 12 1PM” (1872) duplex
datestamp and quartered cork cancel on cover
to Edward Goodfellow, “United States Coast
Survey, Care of French Cable Office, St. Pierre
Miquelon” manuscript “Via Halifax Nova Scotia”
directive, transit backstamps from Halifax
(June 17), Sydney, Cape Breton Island (June
19) and North Sydney (June 20), St. Pierre and
Miquelon receipt docketing of July 4, 1872
(held at French Cable Office until pickup by
recipient), Very Fine and rare 10c Bank Note
use to St. Pierre and Miquelon, with 2006 P.F.
certificate ......... E. 750-1,000

STAMPLESS
1859 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania transatlantic
stampless folded cover to La Rochelle, France.
blue CDS with integral "12" rate at bottom;
French 8 decimes marking; "per Vanderbilt
from New York" endorsement at top; senders
cachet at lower left, five French markings on
the reverse. Tissue thin paper; outer wrapper
only with no content.

94
Fancy Masonic Trowel Cancel of Philadelphia,
PA

POSTAL
STATIONERY REPLY
CARD
US postal stationery reply card pair preprinted
for the Deutscher Club / German Club on
'Vierte Strasse' / '4th St' in Philadelphia.

COLE_BI-14_A

COLE_BI-14_B

COLE_GOLDSBO
ROUGH AD _1

COLE_GOLDSBO
ROUGH AD _2

COLE_GOLDSBO
ROUGH AD _3

COLE_HE-14_15

COLE_HE-15

COLE_LH-37

COLE_LJ-9

COLE_MC-28

COLE_ML-53

COLE_ML-118

COLE_NC-12

COLE_NU-44

COLE_RN-24

MORRIS COVER

PHILLY 2
US Stampless Philadelphia 2 Circular Rate to
Albion NY

